A population pharmacokinetic model of remifentanil in pediatric patients using body-weight-dependent allometric exponents.
Allometric exponents in population pharmacokinetic analysis are regularly used but the issue of fixing or estimating an allometric exponent remains controversial. The objective of the current analysis is to evaluate the performance of a body-weight-dependent allometric exponent (BDE) model of remifentanil. The study was conducted in 34 patients (neonates to 17 years and 2.5 to 97 kg body weight) following a single intravenous (IV) infusion of remifentanil (5 μg/kg). A population pharmacokinetic approach was taken to describe drug clearance by the following BDE equation: CL=CLpop(BW/14.6 kg)L×BW(-M). Three allometric models were used to explore the impact of allometric exponents on the total clearance of remifentanil. All model-fitted structural, covariate, and statistical parameters were estimated with good to excellent precision (%RSE). However, on the basis of calculated Akaike weights (0.000 for model 1, 0.004 for model 2, and 0.996 for model 3), model 3 is the most robust model to describe individual clearance estimates. The BDE model performed best for the estimation of remifentanil clearance and is realistic and of practical value. Further investigation should be conducted for such models.